Ladies and Gentlemen…It’s The ‘THAT’ Pack!
Back in the days when Vegas was dangerous and everybody smoked and drank, the Rat Pack
ruled. Contemporary pop culture is still under their influence—in movies, clothes, and music.
Now a revival of the shark-skinned cool of Frank, Dean, Joey and Sammy has formed to reembody the comedy, music and spontaneity of their live performances. With over 120 years of
combined stand-up, musical and acting experience, the collective talents of John Bush, Rob
Benton, Chis "Dude" Shaw, and "Fancy Ray" McCloney, the new THE 'THAT' PACK is taking
their own show on the road in 2017 with their first tour “HUMOR FOR HEROES” as a fundraiser
for Lone Survivor Foundation.
John Bush (The Crooner)
John Bush’s rock-solid comedy show covers it all.
From his childhood relocation from Hawaii to Minnesota, to his UFO sighting in New York City, this thrill
ride is filled with rich characters, spot-on impressions and even a disgruntled squirrel. John has
performed for audiences of all shapes and sizes. You may have seen John on Conan, HBO, or Premium
Blend on Comedy Central. Besides stand-up, John has also starred in over 2,500 performances of the hit
theatrical comedy-musical “Triple Espresso”. So, whether it’s opening for Howie Mandel at Caesar’s
Palace, or tickling some Irish ribs in Dublin, you can be sure John isn’t stingy when he’s giving out the
laughs.

“Fancy” Ray McCloney (The ‘Human Chocolate Orchid’)
Fancy Ray McCloney is a comedian and television personality who has built a career by being famous
for being famous, as the self-proclaimed "Best Looking Man in Comedy", he’s known for his androgynous
and heavily made-up style as well as a loud, sometimes bizarre, comic persona. His stage personality is
made up of the sexual prowess of Prince, the funky style of James Brown, and the animation and
expression of Little Richard. He’s appeared on The Tonight Show, Last Comic Standing and America's
Got Talent, as well as worked in concert with Richard Pryor, Chris Rock and Little Richard. Fancy Ray is
billed himself "The World's Greatest Television Pitchman" and starred in a 2017 Super Bowl Commercial
for Taco Bell, plus dozens of other TV ads around the US. In 1998, Fancy Ray was on the ballot for
Minnesota Governor, losing only to Jesse Ventura. Fancy Ray is a Showman and fills all his
performances with laughter, positiveness and joy!

Rob Benton (The Malcontent)
Rob Benton, a veteran of comedy stages, from clubs to concerts, is more well-traveled than Gulliver
himself. In his 30 plus years of performing, Rob has worked coast-to-coast with some of the élite in the
business, including Henny Youngman, Tommy Chong and Ellen DeGeneres. Armed with his sarcastic
wit, intelligent writing and no safety net, his creative style is sure to regale any audience. Most nights you
can find him on stage perfecting his sardonic blade and just trying to keep the ‘Dude’ from running off the
rails.

Chris ‘Dude’ Shaw (The Loose Cannon)
Chris Shaw’s bouncy, cleverly physical style of placing his faith in observation, agility and wit, draws the
audiences in through bizarre metaphors and hilarious facial expressions, bringing them along for the
ride...only to send them, and the rest of the cast, into unsuspecting waters. During his 29-year career,
he’s been seen on A&E’s Comedy on the Road, VH-1’s Stand-Up Spotlight and MTV’s ½ Hour Comedy
Hour. Whether touring with “Weird Al” Yankovic, Brian Regan or Gilbert Gottfried, or on the road as a
national headliner, Chris proves how this frenetic and misguided “dude” has become a crowd favorite!
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